The covers are made from a durable vinyl backed 600 denier polyester material that is also water
resistant. Keep in mind these covers are not meant for long term outside winter storage. These are
sewn together and were designed for quick protection while out on a trail or for overnight use. All
covers come with a handy compact bag about the size of a rolled sleeping bag to store you're cover
when not in use. The covers have 9 straps with hooks that clip to the undercarriage of the jeep to hold
the cover in place. The cover can be taken on and off in a matter of minutes once the straps are
adjusted the first time you put it on.

INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS
Throw the cover over the top of the jeep and center it. Hook the front strap on the windshield
(with rain gear logo) of the cover to the handle on your hood. Pull cover to the back by the back
straps to fully cover your jeep. If doors are on pull the Velcro apart and wrap around the
mirrors. Once the cover is completely covering the jeep then take the straps with the clips and
connect them under your jeep. They can connect to any holes or leaf springs under your jeep. If
you have purchased the trail cover it is recommended to use a 1x2 piece of wood or a broom
handle from your cup holder to give the middle of the cover some support and slope for the
rain to roll oﬀ. Bikini tops are also a good thing to have on your jeep to help with support. Like
stated above this cover is made for trail usage not for long term use through winters. Water
prooﬁng spray on the seams will also help protect the cover from any kind of leaking.

